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ABSTRACT

RÉSUMÉ - Applications opérationnelles de
l'imagerie satellitaire en Ontario. Canada .

( 1) Opm<Jtiorwl applications of satellite images for mapping
purpos<)S in Ontario are based on Landsat MSS and TM data
which represent the rnost complete digital coverage for the whole
province.

(2) Mapping techniques vary depends on primary objectives of
mapping projects and the methodology of application of Landsat
data . Most common are simple, in a technical sense, applications
of Landsat images reproduced as hard copies of colour
composits or enhanced images. They are used for the revision
of topographie maps and for product ion of selected thematic
maps.

(3) Application of the digital Landsat MSS and TM data with
advanced p rocessing for special enhancements and
classif icat ions have been most successfu l for mapping of peat
resources, land cover and surficial geology mapping .

(4) The majority of operational mapping activities is concentrated
in the Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing which hasan image
analysis system (Dipix - Aries Il ) with an advanced, in-house
developed package of software.

(5) Reproduction of maps is achieved by the Applicon Colour
Jet Printer. Severa! hundred of produced maps cover large areas
of the province. However, the number of printed copies is limited
and map distribution restricted to the small groups of users.

Introduction
Satellite imagery from Landsat Multispectral Scanner
(MSS) and Thematic Mapper (TM) provide most
complete
multispectral
and
mu ltitempo ral,
environmentally significant data base for the whole
Ontario. These data presented in an uniform, digital
format have been used for different mapping projects
which require Landsat data and derivative information
for mapping objectives.
Following sections will provide brief characteristic of
selected mapping projects which should be called
operational for the f ollowing reasons:
-

areas covered by mapping are large;

-

generated maps include several map sheets;

- methodology of mapping is standardized and applied
on a routine basis.
Reported applications refer basically to Ontario, but
sorne comments are made regarding involvement of
Ontario agencies in mapping activities outside province.
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( 1) Les applications opérationnelles des images satellitaires pour
la cartographie dans la province de l'Ontario sont basées sur
les données acquises par les capteurs MSS et TM du Satellite
Landsat. Ces données représentent la couverture numérique
la plus complète de cette province.
(2) Les méthodes de cartographie dépendent d'une part des
objectifs du projet spécifique de cartographie et d'autre part
de la méthode d'application des données Landsat choisies.
La reproduction de produits photographiques d'images
Landsat permet la révision des cartes topograph iques et la
production de cartes thématiques.
(3) Les données numériques Landsat MSS et TM qui ont été
l'objet d'améliorations et de classifications spéciales ont
permis de faire une cartographie réussie des ressources en
tourbe et des dépôts de surface, principalement géologiques.
(4) La cartographie opérationnelle de l'Ontario est effectuée en
majeure partie au centre ontarien de co-ordination de la
télédétection. Ce centre utilise le système d'analyse d'images
Dipix - Aries Il, un système qui possède son propre logiciel
de traitement d'images.
(5) Les cartes sont reproduites à l'aide d'une imprimante à jet
d'encre (couleur) - Applicon. Les quelques centaines de
cartes produites couvrent de grandes régions de la province.
Toutefois, le nombre de copies imprimées est limité, et par
conséquent la distribution des cartes est restreinte à un petit
groupe d'utilisateurs.

From the structural point of view it is possible to
identify in mapping activities in Ontario the provincialgovernmental sector, represented mostly by the Ontario
Centre for Remote Sensing (OCRSl and Ontario
Geological Survey, private sector of consulting
companies and universities. The interaction between
three sectors is strong and stimulated by the program
of technology transfer and co-operation which is in the
focus of the federal Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing
(CCRS) and provincial OCRS. Universities provide most
substantial contribution to the research and development
in mapping.

Cartographie applications based on
satellite images
Satellite images, particularly Landsat MSS colour
composites, single bands and RBV's have been used in
many mapping projects. ln Canadian context, simple,
versatile system of change detection for 1:50,000
topographie mapping and revision of 1:25,000 NTS maps,
and for mapping of variety of themes at different scales
has been developed and successfully used on an

operational level by the Gregory Geoscience Ltd.
(Gregory and Moore, 1983). Using Landsat imagery and
PROCOM optical-mechanical projector (Gregory Moore
1983), Gregory Geoscience Ltd . completed several
mapping projects which include:
- revision information for about 2320 maps at
1:50,000 to be completed into 145 maps at 1:250,000;
- change detection for 2682 maps at 1:50,000;
- weekly maps of snow and ice cover for northwestern
Canada (approximate scale of 1:20,000,000) with forecast
of future cover in two weeks time (about 2000 maps
break-up to freeze-up, 1975-1977);
- national, inventory of mine wastes and revegetation
(217 maps at 1:50,000 plus 399 data sheets);
- forest depletion and access roads (40 maps at
1:15,840);

Ground Control Point Collection. The program allows
for reading and storing of the co-ordinates of the
matching points on the image data while operator
using digitizing table is indicating the location of the
control points on the map.
At OCRS maps are produced by an Applicon Colour
Printer. The machine ploi:ts lines, curves and poligons
at desired scale on a sheet of paper or transparent
material measuring 86 x 56 cm and fixes to the rotating
drum. Through the use of three ink jets, each applying
a single subtractive colour (cyan, magenta, yellow) , 256
different colour shades can be produced . The maximum
number of themes included in a single map does not
usually exceed 16, providing sufficient separability of
thematic classes.

- . geology (100 maps at scales between 1:50,000 and
1:250,000) by integration with geophysical data.

The software supporting map pnntmg allows for
automatic annotations of produced maps, with additional
information like; legend, UTM grid lines, network of roads
and railways, administrative boundaries, geological or
geomorphological symbols. Most recently, the software
was developed for the presentation of linear features in
a vector mode.

Listed above projects include several hundred maps
representing an area of about 3.7 mil. km 2 (more than
one third of Canada), which required about 2000 Landsat
images.

Selected operational projects carried
out by OCRS

- land cover and land activity (25 maps at 1:50,000);
- wetlands and peat bog (40 maps at 1:50,000);

Peatland inventory and mapping

Cartographie applications based on
satellite digital data
The majority of digital mapping activities in Ontario has
been carried out by the Ontario Centre for Remote
Sensing (OCRS), which has computer image analysis
system (Dipix-Aries Il, PDP 11 /44), with four working
stations, and FPS 100 array processor, Applicon Ink-Jet
Piotter, and digital table for the integration of image
analysis results with accessory cartographie data. (OCRS,
1986).
OCRS carried out an intensive development of an
image analysis software providing the improvements and
expansions of the original Dipix-Aries Il software
package. Major software developments at OCRS refer
to the following image analysis procedures:
Image mosaicing, which permits the marging of up to
20 mages or subareas into a single image.
Post-Classification Editor. This program allows the
operator to alter results of classification on the basis
of error detected during comparison of the classification results and visual interpretation of satellite
imagery.
Training Area Generator. lt is an improved version of
the Dipix complex task "IT" which allows for simplified
selection, modification or deletion of training areas.
Minimum Area Filter. This improved version of the
Dipix "CU" program allows for elimination of the
scattered, insignificant occurrences of a given theme
on a map.
Digitizer Software. This program allows for integration
of Landsat data with other accessory cartographie
data through the use of a digitizing table.

ln the period 1981-1986 OCRS carried out for the
Ontario Geological Survey a systematic program of the
regional peat survey and mapping. The program was
based on the digital analysis of Landsat data (Pala, 1983).
The part of Ontario covered by the project comprises
approximately 235,000 km2 • More than 100 maps at scales
1:100,000, 1:50,000 and 1:15,000 have been generated.
They portray major types of wetland varying according
to vegetation, drainage pattern, peat accumulation and
water chemistry. Example of classification used for the
Hudson Bay-James Bay Lowland is presented on Table 1
(Pala 1983).
The methodology of peatland inventory and mapping
involved the following steps:
- Preparation of the 1:50,000, geographically registered
Landsat colour composite hard copy, using colour
piotter.
- Visual analysis of composites for preliminary
classification of wetland and f or location of sampling
sites.
- Fieldwork involving sampling of vegetation, water and
peat.
- Classification of the wetlands for different regions
through the digital analysis of Landsat MSS data .
- Changing of the classification by implementing field
data. ·
- Production of the final maps with full geographical
referencing, annotations and legend.
The peat inventory maps and reports are available for
use as an open file at the Ontario Geological Survey,
Ministry of Northern Affairs and Mines.
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Table 1.

The Wetlands Classification Framew~rk used by
OCRS to Map the Hudson Bay-James Bay Lowland

BOG
Peat Plateau
Treed peat plateau
(l)a
Treed peat plateau with shrubsb, lichen-riche
(2)
Treed peat plateau with shrubs
Open peat plateau
(3)
Open peat plateau with shrubs, lichen-rich
(4)
Open peat plateau (resulting from fires)
Treed bog
Treed bog not underlain by permafrost
(5)
Treed bog with shrubs
(6)
Treed bog with shrubs, lichen- rich
(7)
Patterned treed bog with shrubs and waterbodies
Treed bog underlain by permafrost
(8)
Palsas with treed bog
Open bog
(9)
Open bog with shrubs
(10)
Open bog with shrubs, lichen-rich
(11)
Open, graminoid bog
(12)
Open, Sphagnum bog
(13)
Patterned open bog with waterbodies

FEN
Fen not underlain by permafrost
Treed fen
(14)
Shrub-rich or graminoid-rich treed fen
Open fen
(15)
Open fen with shrubs
(16)
Open fen with graminoids
(17)
Patterned open fen with ribs and flarks
Fen underlain by permafrost
(18)
Open fen with shrubs
(19)
Open fen with graminoids
(20)
Open fen with graminoids and small incipient palsas
(21)
Patterned fen with peat plateaus and fen pools
SWAMP
(22)
(23)
(24)

Thicket swamp
Black spruce swamp
Tamarack swamp

MARSH

(25)
(26)

(27)d
a
b

c

d

Freshwater marsh with emergent vegetation
Intertidal marshes, pools and mud flats
Supertidal meadow marshes and thickets

Wetland types used in mapping are numbered consecutively from 1 through 27.
Though it is ecologically desirable to recognize two shrub classes,
that is, low shrubs 135 cm tall and shrub-rich with shrubs 135 cm to
180 cm tall, only one class can be recognized by the remote sensing
mapping methodology used.
Because lichens are an important element of caribou range, lichen-rich
types are recognized, although the type is classified on the basis of
taller strata of vegetation.
Since waterbodies are mapped, patterns of wetland types and waterbodies
are apparent on the maps.

160
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Land cover mapping for hydrological
planning
This mapping project was carried out by OCRS for the
Ontario Hydro. lt involved compilation of four 1:250,000
land cover maps of the Jackfish River watershed in
Northern Ontario. The study area covered parts of two
different UTM grid zones which necessitated production
of separate maps for each UTM zone and subsequent
merging procedure.
The classification of land cover types involved 8
classes, and was derived from the monotemporal
imagery, except determination of the age of cutovers and
burns which were determined using visual comparison
between classified imagery and images from other dates.
Jackfish River watershed project allowed for several
mapping experiments which expanded OCRS digital
mapping expertise. One experiment involved integration
of digital topographie contour lines into land cover
classification . Contour lines provided by the Ontario
Hydro and topographie NTS maps were used for the
derivation of the projected extension of the reservoir after
proposed flooding.
Other experimental maps addressed specifie topics, eg.
forest typology, or moose habitat typology for summer
early winter and late winter. Map of water turbidity'
showing five classes, has been produced for th~
Ombabika Bay of Lake Nipigon.

Ouasi-operational experiments of the
Ontario Geological Survey
Digital Landsat MSS and TM data have been used by
the Ontario Geological Survey in order to facilitate
surficial geological mapping.
ln the period 1984-86 Cpapimiskan Lake Project
involved application of Landsat TM and MS data through
color en_hancements and pseudo-density slicing of
thermal rmages. Results allowed for separation and
identification of sorne surficial material and improved
sampling strategies during field work. (Carswell, 1986).
lt is expected that positive results of application of
Landsat digital MSS and TM data will contribute to the
dev~l?pment of a new operational methodology of
surfrcral geology mapping with the implementation of
satellite data enhancements into mapping procedure.

Conclusions
- Operational applications of satellite imagery in Ontario
involve images (hard copies) and digital data analysis and
classifications. An increasing number of digital data
application to mapping procedures is documented.
- Operational applications of satellite data have been
most successfully documented for the revision of
topographie maps.
- Peat inventory, land cover mapping and surficial
geology mapping represent most successful applications
of satellite data to thematic mapping.
- Operational mapping projects involve large areas but
the reproduction of maps is restricted to limited number
of copies and the map distribution is limited to the narrow
circles of professional users.
- Applicon Jet Printer in most commonly used for
colour map reproduction.
- Digital maps based on satellite data require more
promotion and research carried out jointly by the remote
sensing and cartographie communities.
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